Introduction
============

3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA \[commonly known on the street as "ecstasy," "E," "X," or "Molly"\]), is an amphetamine-like compound with chemical similarities to 3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA), 3,4-methylenedioxyethylamphetamine (MDE), and methamphetamine. The first synthesis of MDMA and its subsequent history have been well documented in several reviews[@b1-sar-4-083]--[@b3-sar-4-083] and, therefore, only the key points will be mentioned here. MDMA was synthesized in 1912 by the German pharmaceutical company Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany) as part of a program to identify new hemostatic (blood-clotting) agents. Merck secured a patent for MDMA and its chemists later investigated some of the compound's pharmacological properties; however, none of this research revealed anything of particular interest to the company and, consequently, it never developed MDMA for clinical use. The first major toxicological study of MDMA in animals was conducted in the 1950s at the University of Michigan under the sponsorship of a classified contract with the US Army. The results were later declassified and published in 1973 by Hardman et al.[@b4-sar-4-083] MDMA was subsequently "rediscovered" by Alexander Shulgin, a chemist who had previously worked for the Dow chemical company, until his burgeoning interest in the subjective effects of psychoactive drugs led to his departure from the company. In 1978, Shulgin, along with David Nichols of Purdue University, published the first report on the subjective effects of MDMA in human subjects.[@b5-sar-4-083] The authors stated that:

> the drug appears to evoke an easily controlled altered state of consciousness with emotional and sensual overtones. It can be compared in its effects to marijuana, to psilocybin devoid of the hallucinatory component, or to low levels of MDA.[@b5-sar-4-083]

MDA, which is also psychoactive, had earlier been promoted as a potentially beneficial adjunct to psychotherapy due to its reported ability to facilitate the accessing of deep-seated emotions.[@b6-sar-4-083] Upon determining that MDMA might be superior to MDA in this regard, Shulgin recommended MDMA to a psychotherapist named Leo Zeff, who began using the compound in his clinical practice (Zeff called the drug "Adam" when administering it to his patients) and who, additionally, began spreading the word of MDMA's benefits to other therapists. By the early 1980s, MDMA (ecstasy) was becoming widely available recreationally and was drawing the attention of the US Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA).[@b1-sar-4-083]--[@b3-sar-4-083] In 1985, the DEA issued an emergency Schedule I classification for MDMA, and this classification has been maintained up to the present time, except for a brief period from 1987 to 1988.[@b3-sar-4-083]

Despite over 30 years of intensive research on MDMA both in humans and in animal models, there remain several major controversies that have yet to be resolved. Does repeated MDMA exposure cause long-lasting mood changes and/or cognitive deficits? When used recreationally, does MDMA have toxic effects on the human brain? If so, what is the nature of such neurotoxicity? Can MDMA cause dependence, and, if so, what treatment approaches are currently available? Finally, does MDMA have potential benefit as an adjunct to psychotherapy, as first claimed many years ago? The present review offers a critical perspective on the current status of MDMA with particular emphasis on the abovementioned controversies.

Tablets sold on the street as ecstasy have variable purity and sometimes contain little or no MDMA.[@b7-sar-4-083]--[@b9-sar-4-083] For this reason, the term "MDMA" will be used in reference to administration of the pure compound in controlled human and animal studies, whereas the term "ecstasy" will be used in reference to studies of recreational use in which dose and purity are usually unknown.

Recreational use of MDMA/ecstasy
================================

Prevalence and characteristics of use
-------------------------------------

Recreational ecstasy use is a worldwide problem. Discovery of illicit synthesis laboratories and seizures of ecstasy tablets are common occurrences not only in Western countries (eg, the US, Europe, and Australia) but also throughout the regions of Asia.[@b10-sar-4-083] In the US, data from the 2011 National Survey on Drug Use and Health estimate that about 14.5 million individuals aged 12 or older had used ecstasy at least once in their lifetime; about 2.4 million had used the substance at least once in the previous year; and about 540,000 were current users (defined as use during the previous month).[@b11-sar-4-083] In addition, approximately 900,000 individuals tried ecstasy for the first time in 2011.[@b11-sar-4-083] Ecstasy is sometimes called a "club drug" due to its frequent use at dance parties, especially "raves." However, some users take ecstasy at regular house parties, small social gatherings with friends, or with a sexual partner.[@b12-sar-4-083]

Ecstasy is usually taken orally in the form of tablets or capsules; however, the drug can also be snorted intranasally or injected. Current MDMA dose levels can be estimated from laboratory analyses of ecstasy (or Molly) tablets and capsules submitted to the website <http://www.ecstasydata.org> for testing. Of 65 tablets/capsules analyzed between December 2012 and April 2013, 32 contained 67%--100% MDMA as the active ingredient, whereas 33 contained \<67% (and in many cases 0%) MDMA.[@b13-sar-4-083] Of the 32 that were composed mainly of MDMA, the average amount per tablet/capsule was 205 mg (range 66--465 mg), although this value is likely an overestimate because most of the data entries do not account for the weight of inactive binder used in each tablet.[@b13-sar-4-083] Nevertheless, if we use the 205 mg value along with a user body weight of 60--70 kg, we can calculate a typical recreational MDMA dose as being approximately 3 mg/kg. Novice ecstasy users usually take one to two tablets per occasion; however, experienced users sometimes take four or more tablets per occasion.[@b14-sar-4-083] Consumption of multiple doses can reflect "stacking" (taking more than one tablet at a time) and/or "boosting" (taking additional tablets later in a session to maintain drug-induced effects).[@b15-sar-4-083] Evidence for increased MDMA consumption over time is thought to reflect drug-related tolerance, which has been confirmed in experimental animal studies (see Tolerance section below).

Ecstasy users report a variety of reasons for using the drug. From an Internet survey conducted several years ago in the UK, six major themes emerged as positive reasons for using ecstasy. In descending order of frequency mentioned, these themes were "changed outlook on life;" "understanding of self;" "improved relationships;" "increased sociability;" "improved psychological functioning;" and "healthiness."[@b16-sar-4-083] A different survey study conducted in both the UK and US found many of the same reasons for ecstasy use as noted above, but several additional reasons were cited, such as increased enjoyment of music and/or dancing, enhancement of sex, becoming closer to nature, and simply a desire to experience an altered state of consciousness.[@b12-sar-4-083]

Regular ecstasy users also report various problems that they relate to their drug use. Examples of such problems include poor concentration and memory; fluctuating mood; increased feelings of anxiety, depression, and/or irritability; difficulty sleeping; weight loss; and tremors or twitches.[@b16-sar-4-083],[@b17-sar-4-083] Although these findings suggest that regular ecstasy use may be associated with a variety of different negative consequences, there are important limitations to keep in mind. First, many ecstasy tablets contain psychoactive substances other than MDMA. Second, as discussed in the next section, most ecstasy users are polydrug users and, therefore, it is often unclear to what extent the psychological problems reported by these individuals are specifically attributable to their MDMA consumption.

Polydrug use
------------

Ecstasy users are almost always users of other substances, including both licit (eg, alcohol and tobacco) and illicit (eg, marijuana, cocaine, methamphetamine, hallucinogens, and opiates).[@b18-sar-4-083] Polydrug use constitutes a major complication for interpreting studies of recreational ecstasy use, as it can be difficult to ascribe the results specifically to repeated MDMA exposure. Some investigators have attempted to deal with this confounding factor by statistically controlling for exposure to other substances of abuse.[@b19-sar-4-083] Another important approach, which is discussed below, is to perform experimental animal studies in which pure MDMA is administered to animal subjects with controlled dosing regimens. Laboratory studies have also permitted an analysis of the acute effects of MDMA in humans; however, simulation of heavy recreational ecstasy exposure cannot be performed for ethical reasons.

Several different patterns of ecstasy polydrug use have been identified. For example, analysis of data from the 2001--2002 National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC) revealed three subtypes of ecstasy users: 1) extensive use of many different drugs of abuse (37% of ecstasy-using respondents); 2) heavy marijuana and cocaine use with moderate use of amphetamines, including ecstasy (29% of respondents); and 3) heavy marijuana use along with a low use of prescription drugs, primarily opiates (23% of respondents).[@b20-sar-4-083] The majority of category 1 respondents were found to suffer from multiple substance-use disorders involving tobacco, alcohol, cocaine, hallucinogens, and/or marijuana. The frequent co-occurrence of ecstasy and marijuana use has been confirmed in more recent studies and, therefore, is of particular concern, as chronic cannabis exposure has been associated with some of the same cognitive deficits and mood changes observed in heavy ecstasy users (see below).[@b18-sar-4-083],[@b19-sar-4-083]

Acute effects and aftereffects of MDMA/ecstasy use
==================================================

Acute subjective and physiological effects
------------------------------------------

Survey studies have identified some of the subjective effects of ecstasy taken in recreational settings. Euphoria, arousal, relaxation, and increased sociability and closeness with others are among the commonly reported desirable effects of recreational ecstasy use.[@b21-sar-4-083],[@b22-sar-4-083] As mentioned earlier, the history of MDMA includes a period in which psychiatrists administered the compound to assist patients in accessing painful, deep-seated emotions. This ability of MDMA and a few closely related compounds to enhance not only empathy for others but also self-awareness led David Nichols to coin the novel term "entactogens," meaning agents "producing a touching within."[@b23-sar-4-083] The unique aspects of the MDMA experience were captured by Vollenweider et al,[@b24-sar-4-083] using the previously developed Altered States of Consciousness rating scale, and by Sumnall et al,[@b12-sar-4-083] using principal components analysis of a newly designed questionnaire targeting the likely effects of moderate MDMA consumption. Vollenweider et al found that orally administered MDMA at a dose of 1.5 to 1.7 mg/kg produced some of the same effects as the classic hallucinogen psilocybin (eg, depersonalization, perceptual disturbances, and thought disorder), but, in contrast to psilocybin, there was little in the way of overt hallucinations.[@b24-sar-4-083] The six principal components of the ecstasy experience identified by Sumnall et al, along with the question that loaded most strongly on that component are as follows: 1) perceptual alterations ("Everything I look at seems to vibrate or pulse when I am on ecstasy"); 2) entactogenesis ("On ecstasy I can deliberately generate insights concerning myself, my personality, and my relationships with other people"); 3) prosocial effects ("When I am on ecstasy I have strong feelings of caring or compassion for people I am with"); 4) aesthetic and mood effects ("On ecstasy it is pleasurable to move and dance"); 5) negative intoxication effects ("When I am on ecstasy I find that I have problems remembering things"); and 6) sexual effects ("Sexual orgasm has new qualities when on ecstasy").[@b12-sar-4-083]

Along with the various positive effects associated with ecstasy, users report a number of adverse reactions, such as nausea, headache, agitation, tachycardia, dry mouth, bruxism, and trismus. Increased anxiety may also be experienced, particularly in inexperienced users.[@b21-sar-4-083],[@b22-sar-4-083] Like the positive effects of ecstasy, these adverse effects are dose-dependent. When the subjective effects of ecstasy consumption were related to the MDMA content of the tablet, positive effects dominated the subjective responses up to approximately 100 mg of MDMA, after which the positive effects began to diminish and the adverse effects to increase.[@b21-sar-4-083] In fact, MDMA doses greater than 180 mg were found to produce only adverse responses in users.[@b21-sar-4-083] To reconcile this finding with the ecstasy tablet weights reported on the [ecstasydata.org](http://ecstasydata.org) website, we may speculate either that the 205 mg average weight is a significant overestimate of the MDMA content or that the consumers of large ecstasy tablets have developed sufficient tolerance to the drug that they seek out large doses and experience more positive than negative effects of such doses.

Administration of known doses of pure MDMA to regular ecstasy users has enabled researchers to determine the subjective, behavioral, and physiological effects of the drug under controlled laboratory conditions. In accordance with the reported effects of recreational ecstasy use, MDMA administration in the laboratory leads to dose-related increases in euphoria, extroversion, mood changes (enhanced mood or anxiety, depending on the dose and other factors), and mental confusion.[@b25-sar-4-083] Hallucinogenic-like effects are reported using certain rating instruments, but, based on the evidence from Vollenweider et al,[@b24-sar-4-083] it is unclear whether these are true hallucinations. Acute MDMA administration at doses ranging from 1 to about 2 mg/kg additionally leads to a constellation of physiological effects, including increased heart rate and blood pressure, increased body temperature, and elevated circulating levels of the hormones cortisol and prolactin.[@b25-sar-4-083] MDMA-induced hyperthermia has been demonstrated not only in the laboratory but also in ecstasy users studied in dance club settings. This effect results from a combination of increased heat production and deficient heat dissipation.[@b26-sar-4-083] Although many users are aware of the dangers of overheating, dehydration, and dysregulated electrolyte balance when dancing under the influence of MDMA, some fatalities have been reported (see later Morbidity and mortality section). [Table 1](#t1-sar-4-083){ref-type="table"} summarizes the acute subjective, physiological, and adverse effects of MDMA/ecstasy based on a combination of survey and laboratory studies.

Aftereffects
------------

The aftereffects of ecstasy use (typically at a weekend dance) have been investigated by assessing mood and cognitive function a few days after drug consumption. Early studies found a lowering of mood in both novice and experienced ecstasy users measured 2 or 5 days after use, a phenomenon that has sometimes been termed the "midweek blues."[@b27-sar-4-083]--[@b29-sar-4-083] Verheyden et al subsequently reported greater depressive symptomatology in female compared to male ecstasy users.[@b30-sar-4-083] In a survey of over 400 regular ecstasy users in the UK, 80% also reported impaired concentration between drug-taking sessions.[@b31-sar-4-083] Moreover, a controlled laboratory study of ecstasy users given MDMA during the evening and then kept awake all night found significant memory impairment the following morning that exceeded the memory impairment produced by sleep deprivation alone.[@b32-sar-4-083] In a later section, we will discuss evidence for persistent cognitive deficits that have been associated with repeated ecstasy use over time.

Neurochemical mechanisms
------------------------

The acute neurochemical effects of MDMA are well established, based on numerous studies conducted either in vitro or in laboratory animals. MDMA binds to the plasma membrane transporter proteins used by the monoamine neurotransmitters serotonin (5-HT), dopamine (DA), and norepinephrine (NE). These transporters are responsible for reuptake of the respective transmitter following release from the nerve terminal, and members of the amphetamine family (including MDMA) can enter the terminal via the transporter and cause a reversal of its function (ie, transporter-mediated release of the transmitter). Consequently, MDMA acts on the serotonin transporter (SERT) to block 5-HT reuptake and stimulate 5-HT release, the DA transporter (DAT) to block DA reuptake and stimulate DA release, and the NE transporter (NET) to block NE reuptake and stimulate NE release.[@b33-sar-4-083],[@b34-sar-4-083] Although most of the research on MDMA interactions with monoamine transporters has involved rodent cells or tissues, this compound exerts qualitatively similar effects on human monoamine transporter proteins.[@b35-sar-4-083],[@b36-sar-4-083]

There is substantial evidence both from clinical and preclinical studies demonstrating a key role for DA in the stimulant, euphoric, and rewarding actions of amphetamine and methamphetamine,[@b37-sar-4-083] raising the possibility that DA might serve a similar function in the case of MDMA. Yet there is surprisingly little direct evidence for this supposition apart from the finding that pretreatment with haloperidol, a DA receptor antagonist with partial selectivity for the D~2~ subtype, led to a decrease in MDMA-induced euphoria;[@b38-sar-4-083] however, the antagonist alone led to a somewhat dysphoric mood, which raises questions about the interpretation of the results.

In contrast to the lack of research on DA involvement in the acute effects of MDMA, a number of pharmacological studies using various transporter inhibitors and receptor antagonists have provided information regarding the role of the serotonergic and noradrenergic systems in the subjective and physiological effects of MDMA in humans. Thus, pretreatment with either SERT inhibitors (ie, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors \[SSRIs\]) or NET inhibitors have demonstrated significant, though incomplete, attenuation of many of the subjective, mood, and, in some cases, physiological effects of MDMA.[@b38-sar-4-083]--[@b41-sar-4-083] Moreover, a recent study with the dual SERT/NET inhibitor duloxetine found an even greater diminution of MDMA's subjective and physiological effects than seen following blockade of either SERT or NET alone.[@b42-sar-4-083] Importantly, administration of clonidine, a drug that inhibits noradrenergic neuronal firing by activating α~2~-adrenergic autoreceptors on the cells, failed to alter either the psychoactive or physiological effects of MDMA.[@b43-sar-4-083] Animal studies have additionally demonstrated that MDMA actually suppresses the firing of both serotonergic and noradrenergic neurons in the brainstem.[@b44-sar-4-083] Thus, it appears that many of MDMA's acute effects result from a combined release of both 5-HT and NE, apparently by transporter reversal rather than a stimulation of neuronal firing.

Serotonin acts on more than a dozen different receptor subtypes, which complicates the task of elucidating which of these subtypes might underlie the various effects of MDMA. The general approach to this problem has been to coadminister either a 5-HT receptor antagonist or placebo along with MDMA to determine whether any subjective or physiological responses are blunted or blocked by the antagonist. Studies with the 5-HT~2~ antagonist ketanserin (which is partially selective for the 5-HT~2A~ subtype), but not pindolol, a combined 5-HT~1A~ and β-adrenergic receptor antagonist, demonstrated a blunting of both the positive mood and perceptual effects of MDMA.[@b38-sar-4-083],[@b45-sar-4-083],[@b46-sar-4-083] Interestingly, 5-HT~2A~ receptors have been implicated in the perceptual distortions and hallucinations produced by LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide) and other classic hallucinogens.[@b47-sar-4-083] On this basis, it seems reasonable to conclude that this same serotonergic receptor subtype contributes to the perceptual changes experienced by ecstasy users. Nevertheless, it remains unclear which subtypes, if any, might play a role in the other subjective and physiological effects of MDMA. With respect to NE, α~1~-, α~2A~-, and β~3~-adrenergic receptors are involved in various ways in MDMA-induced hyperthermia,[@b48-sar-4-083] but there is currently no information on which adrenergic receptor subtypes might contribute to MDMA-related mood changes.

The pro-social, empathic effects of MDMA in humans have often been associated with the drug's 5-HT releasing actions.[@b23-sar-4-083],[@b39-sar-4-083] Research over the past few years suggests that 5-HT-mediated release of the neuropeptide oxytocin may contribute to this effect. First, MDMA administration was shown to elevate plasma oxytocin levels and increase social interactions in laboratory rats.[@b49-sar-4-083] The increases in both oxytocin and pro-social behavior were blocked by pretreatment with the 5-HT~1A~ receptor antagonist WAY 100,635. Furthermore, the oxytocin receptor antagonist tocinoic acid administered directly into the cerebral ventricles attenuated the effect of MDMA on social behavior in the animals. A subsequent study of regular ecstasy users given 100 mg MDMA in a controlled laboratory setting likewise found increased plasma oxytocin concentrations that were correlated with increases in subjective amicability and gregariousness.[@b50-sar-4-083] One caveat regarding the interpretation of plasma oxytocin results is that central (ie, within the brain) and peripheral (ie, in the bloodstream) oxytocin are derived from different populations of neurons; circulating oxytocin is thought to have poor penetrance across the blood--brain barrier, and it is the central oxytocin that is considered to be most important for the peptide's pro-social effects.[@b51-sar-4-083] Nevertheless, we must consider the possibility that the increased sociality observed following MDMA consumption is mediated, at least in part, by a serotonergic enhancement of central and/or peripheral oxytocin release.

Lastly, it is important to consider the possible mechanisms underlying the aftereffects of a session of MDMA use. Numerous animal studies have shown that, following the acute 5-HT release produced by MDMA, there is a temporary period of 5-HT depletion.[@b33-sar-4-083] This effect is due to a combination of factors, including MDMA-induced inhibition of tryptophan hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in 5-HT biosynthesis, and an inability of the serotonergic neurons to take up and recycle the released 5-HT because of the blockade of SERT activity. Some investigators have hypothesized that the aftereffects of recreational ecstasy use (eg, midweek blues) are due to a temporary 5-HT depletion,[@b29-sar-4-083] after which the symptoms wane as brain 5-HT levels are restored. However, because of the limitations associated with performing neurochemical measurements in living human subjects, this hypothesis remains unproven at the present time. On the other hand, there is substantial evidence that long-term ecstasy use is associated with serotonergic dysfunction, a topic that is taken up later in this review.

Effects of repeated or high-dose MDMA/ecstasy use
=================================================

Heavy ecstasy users can accumulate hundreds of lifetime exposures to the drug. Moreover, a subset of users transition to a bingeing pattern of use that can produce very high peak drug levels in the bloodstream.[@b14-sar-4-083],[@b15-sar-4-083],[@b17-sar-4-083] This section will review our current knowledge regarding the adverse effects of heavy exposure to MDMA produced either by many episodes of use or by binge use. The consequences of these different kinds of exposure patterns may not be identical, but they are covered together because most studies of ecstasy users characterize the subjects by their lifetime exposure, whereas laboratory animal studies typically use a binge-like dosing regimen to enhance MDMA's neurotoxic effects (see Neurotoxicity section below). In contrast to the acute effects of MDMA, which are not in dispute, there are several controversies about the long-term effects of repeated exposure to this compound in heavy ecstasy users. Although it is impossible to resolve these controversies at the present time, relevant research findings will be summarized with the aim of determining the current status of each dispute.

Tolerance
---------

Many psychoactive drugs produce tolerance (ie, diminished responsiveness) upon repeated exposure. Several kinds of tolerance can occur, most notably pharmacokinetic or drug disposition tolerance due to an increased rate of drug inactivation, and pharmacodynamic tolerance due to reduced cellular sensitivity to the drug. Animal studies involving repeated MDMA administration have provided some evidence for tolerance development, although the opposite effect, which is called sensitization or reverse tolerance, occurred in some cases.[@b15-sar-4-083] Differences in dosing regimen and/or specific outcome measures likely account for these discrepant findings. Regular ecstasy users often report diminished responsiveness to the drug and a consequent need for dose escalation, both of which imply the development of tolerance. In a different approach, Farré et al[@b52-sar-4-083] and Peiró et al[@b53-sar-4-083] studied the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic effects of administering two doses of MDMA to human subjects at an interval of either 2 or 24 hours. Both studies found a higher than expected plasma concentration of MDMA after the second dose, which is a consequence of the drug inhibiting its own metabolism. In contrast, the subjective and physiological effects produced by the second dose were lower than expected based on the plasma concentration. These results suggest that tolerance to MDMA can develop quite rapidly, even potentially within a single session of drug use.

Mood changes
------------

The ecstasy literature is replete with reported associations between use of this substance and abnormal mood changes. Two Internet studies of ecstasy users in the UK found a high incidence of self-reported mood fluctuations, feelings of depression, increased anxiety, and heightened impulsivity.[@b16-sar-4-083],[@b54-sar-4-083] These effects were more pronounced in heavy compared to novice users. Numerous other studies have provided more systematic data by comparing ecstasy polydrug users with polydrug users who were not taking ecstasy and/or with controls who were not taking any illicit drugs.[@b20-sar-4-083] Two reviews of this literature that were published in 2005 and 2007 focused on depressive symptomatology assessed by means of the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, the Beck Depression Inventory, the Symptom Checklist 90, or the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale.[@b55-sar-4-083],[@b56-sar-4-083] Both reviews noted a mix of results, in which some studies found a statistically significant increase in depressive symptomatology in the ecstasy users compared to the reference group, whereas other studies did not. A meta-analysis performed in conjunction with one of the reviews found a statistically significant overall association of ecstasy use with increased depression, although the effect size was relatively small.[@b56-sar-4-083]

Despite the apparent association between ecstasy use and depressed mood, there are several reasons why it is premature to conclude that exposure to MDMA causes such a mood change. First, many of the cited studies failed to control adequately for the influence of polydrug use. Indeed, there are several reports suggesting that use of other substances (including cannabis) as well as environmental factors are at least as important as ecstasy itself in the heightened depression and anxiety seen in ecstasy users.[@b57-sar-4-083]--[@b60-sar-4-083] Second, in many studies, the selection of subjects may not have yielded a representative sample of ecstasy users. Third, the possibility must be considered that depressed mood precedes rather than follows the onset of ecstasy use in many individuals. The plausibility of this notion is supported by the mood-elevating effects of MDMA discussed earlier. Moreover, three different longitudinal studies found evidence that mood disturbances are often present before the onset of ecstasy use.[@b61-sar-4-083]--[@b63-sar-4-083] One study, conducted in The Netherlands, found that children (mean age of approximately 10 years) with elevated ratings of anxiety or depression were twice as likely to have used ecstasy when surveyed 14 years later than children without such a rating.[@b61-sar-4-083] Two other studies, one conducted in Ohio, USA and the other in Munich, Germany, found that the first occurrence of a clinical psychiatric disorder, including major depression, commonly preceded rather than followed the onset of ecstasy use.[@b62-sar-4-083],[@b63-sar-4-083] These findings raise the intriguing possibility that at least some ecstasy users may be taking the drug for the purpose of "self-medication."

Neuropsychological deficits
---------------------------

A large number of studies, described in this section, have compared neuropsychological functioning in current ecstasy users (polydrug users in almost all cases) with non-ecstasy polydrug users or controls that do not consume any illicit substances. In these studies, the subjects are requested to abstain from drug use for at least some minimum number of days so as to avoid confounding by acute drug effects. We will begin this section by focusing on assessments of memory, after which we will consider other aspects of neuropsychological function.

Ecstasy users have been tested on several different kinds of memory, including short-term memory (unprocessed information stored for a brief period of time, eg, immediate word recall in the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test); verbal working memory (briefly stored verbal information subjected to processing, eg, *n*-back task); visuospatial memory (working memory of visuospatial information, eg, Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test); and long-term memory (information held in a longer-term store, eg, delayed recall tasks). Because the individual studies in this area have typically suffered from relatively small sample sizes, have used differing criteria for subject inclusion in the ecstasy-using and control groups, have tested the subjects on a variety of different tasks, and have yielded conflicting findings, a number of investigators have performed meta-analyses to determine the overall direction and strength of these findings. A 2007 meta-analysis of short-term, long-term, verbal, and visual memory by Laws and Kokkalis[@b64-sar-4-083] found statistically significant deficits in all of these types of memory except for visual memory. Effect sizes were generally moderate or large, which supports the contention that regular ecstasy use is associated with a broad range of memory deficits. A more refined 2010 meta-analysis by Nulsen et al[@b65-sar-4-083] differentiated between tests of short-term and working memory (verbal and visuospatial in both cases) and found that the ecstasy users performed more poorly in all memory domains. Results were significant regardless of whether the control group was composed of non-ecstasy polydrug users or individuals who had not been exposed to any illicit drugs. Moreover, estimated lifetime ecstasy consumption was related to the effect size in working (but not short-term) memory. An even more recent (2012) meta-analysis by Murphy et al[@b66-sar-4-083] focused on visuospatial memory tasks. Significant deficits in ecstasy users were found for tasks requiring memory of the spatial distribution of stimulus items, tasks requiring figure recognition, and tasks requiring production or reproduction of figures. In contrast to the results of Nulsen et al,[@b65-sar-4-083] estimated lifetime ecstasy consumption did not predict effect sizes in the analysis of visuospatial memory performance. It should be noted that, at least with respect to long-term memory, memory deficits in ecstasy users are more clearly seen in high-complexity than in low-complexity tasks.[@b67-sar-4-083] If this is also true for other memory domains, it may help explain some of the conflicting findings in the literature.

Fisk and Sharp[@b68-sar-4-083] proposed that working memory consists of a central executive function along with four subcomponents which they termed "updating," "attention shifting," "inhibition," and "access to long-term memory." A recent meta-analysis comparing ecstasy users to polydrug-using controls on these four subcomponents found significant ecstasy-associated deficits in updating, attention shifting, and access to long-term memory.[@b69-sar-4-083] Effect sizes were generally moderate for the three significant subcomponents, whereas the inhibition subcomponent was not significantly affected. Meta-analyses that examined aspects of cognitive function other than memory found significant impairment in attention and concentration, verbal comprehension, processing speed, and motor/psychomotor speed.[@b70-sar-4-083],[@b71-sar-4-083] Together with the reviews of memory performance, these findings suggest that regular ecstasy users suffer from widespread problems across a wide range of cognitive domains.

Despite the positive findings from a number of different analyses, the literature on cognitive deficits in ecstasy users suffers from some of the same interpretive problems as the literature on mood changes. For example, Gouzoulis-Mayfrank and Daumann[@b19-sar-4-083] discuss the issue that, even if ecstasy users are compared to drug users who do not consume ecstasy, the latter often have a more moderate pattern of drug consumption than the ecstasy-using group. Cannabis is particularly problematic in studies of cognitive function, given the evidence for significant cognitive deficits in heavy cannabis users.[@b72-sar-4-083] Comorbidity of psychopathology with ecstasy use may additionally contribute to the cognitive impairment observed in some studies.[@b73-sar-4-083] Finally, the typical use of cross-sectional studies again makes it impossible, in such cases, to ascertain whether cognitive differences between the ecstasy-using and control group(s) preceded or followed the onset of ecstasy use. Two prospective studies have addressed this issue by recruiting new ecstasy users, assessing their cognitive function at baseline, and then retesting the subjects from 1 to 3 years later.[@b74-sar-4-083],[@b75-sar-4-083] Interestingly, in both cases, the users did not differ from controls at baseline but did exhibit significant deficits in immediate and delayed verbal recall memory. These findings point up the limitations inherent in cross-sectional studies in which baseline mood or cognitive function prior to the onset of ecstasy use is not known. Importantly, the results suggest that, at least for some ecstasy users, repeated exposure to the drug leads to later impairment in certain cognitive domains.

Longitudinal studies of up to 2 years in length have also asked whether cognitive function keeps declining with continued ecstasy use, and whether cessation of use leads to a recovery of cognitive function. In general, such studies have found neither further deterioration in users nor recovery of function in subjects who discontinued ecstasy use[@b76-sar-4-083]--[@b78-sar-4-083] (see Zakzanis and Campbell[@b79-sar-4-083] for an exception to these findings). Because in these studies the ecstasy users already differed from controls at the time of initial testing, the results are difficult to interpret. There may have been preexisting cognitive differences that were unchanged by ecstasy use, or the typical use patterns of the subjects in the first three studies may have caused an asymptotic decline in cognitive performance that neither got worse over time nor recovered upon 2 years of abstinence.

Neurotoxicity
-------------

The abovementioned evidence for mood changes and neuropsychological deficits in ecstasy users raises the question of how MDMA might be acting within the brain to cause these effects. The answer given most often centers around numerous findings obtained from experimental animals, mainly rats and nonhuman primates (eg, squirrel monkeys), for a toxic effect of MDMA on the serotonergic system. The first evidence for MDMA neurotoxicity was published in the mid-1980s, and these and numerous follow-up studies showed that high doses of MDMA (or MDA) lead to a long-lasting depletion of 5-HT, reduced 5-HT uptake and SERT binding sites, and decreased activity of tryptophan hydroxylase in forebrain areas such as the neocortex, hippocampus, and striatum (see Green et al[@b33-sar-4-083]). Time-course studies demonstrated a biphasic action of MDMA consisting of the initial 5-HT depletion discussed earlier, a short-term recovery of 5-HT levels seen at 1--2 days following dosing, and then a secondary, more long-lasting depletion measured at 1--2 weeks and beyond.[@b33-sar-4-083] Histological examination of brain tissues from treated rats and monkeys consistently showed a persistent reduction in the density of axons immunoreactive for 5-HT or for SERT ([Figure 1](#f1-sar-4-083){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, staining of brain tissues obtained at earlier time points revealed swollen axons and a positive reaction for silver staining, both of which are consistent with the notion of drug-induced axonal degeneration.[@b33-sar-4-083],[@b81-sar-4-083]

The latter observations coupled with the apparent loss of serotonergic axons stained with immunohistochemical methods quickly gave rise to the hypothesis that high doses of MDMA cause a degeneration of rostral forebrain serotonergic fibers.[@b33-sar-4-083],[@b81-sar-4-083] Nevertheless, other experimental approaches suggest that MDMA may not be causing long-lasting physical damage to the serotonergic fibers; rather, there is evidence that serotonergic neurons are responding to the drug by dramatically reducing expression of the genes for SERT and for tryptophan hydroxylase.[@b82-sar-4-083],[@b83-sar-4-083] According to this downregulation hypothesis, long-lasting reductions in gene expression can explain both the persistent depletion of 5-HT (because tryptophan hydroxylase activity is too low to sustain normal levels of this neurotransmitter) and the seeming disappearance of fibers that are immunoreactive for 5-HT or SERT (ie, the "lost" fibers are still present but are difficult to visualize due to the substantial decrease in both 5-HT and SERT protein; see Biezonski and Meyer[@b83-sar-4-083] for a discussion of the neurodegeneration versus downregulation hypothesis of MDMA neurotoxicity). Regardless of which hypothesis is proven correct, two important points should be noted. First, proponents of the neurodegeneration hypothesis focus on the apparent loss of serotonergic fibers in the forebrain; the cell bodies of the serotonergic neurons in the midbrain raphe nuclei appear to be spared (ie, MDMA is generally not thought to cause serotonergic nerve cell death). Second, even if forebrain serotonergic fibers are not physically damaged, as postulated by the downregulation hypothesis, long-lasting deficits in 5-HT levels and in SERT expression would still cause severe dysfunction of the serotonergic system. In this broader sense, MDMA is a serotonergic neurotoxin according to both hypotheses.

Long-term studies of MDMA-treated animals indicate that a reappearance of serotonergic fibers and 5-HT reuptake sites occurs over time; however, recovery may take many months following extremely high doses of the drug.[@b33-sar-4-083] Moreover, some rats and monkeys exhibited abnormal fiber patterns after recovery had occurred,[@b33-sar-4-083] and, in one highly cited paper from Hatzidimitriou et al, forebrain 5-HT-immunoreactive fibers were still abnormal in monkeys at 7 years after dosing.[@b84-sar-4-083] Such findings are remarkable in showing the potential persistence of MDMA-related disturbances in serotonergic function.

Several factors influence the extent and the characteristics of MDMA-induced neurotoxicity. The first factor is dose of the drug. Not surprisingly, the greatest degree of 5-HT depletion is produced by high (and typically multiple) doses of MDMA (eg, four injections of 10 mg/kg given to rats at 2-hour intervals in a single day). However, serotonergic deficits have been reported following single doses at lower levels. A recent example comes from Mueller et al,[@b85-sar-4-083] who reported that single oral doses as low as 5.7 mg/kg given to squirrel monkeys produced statistically significant reductions in 5-HT concentrations and SERT binding in many forebrain areas when measured 1 week after drug administration. Do and Schenk[@b86-sar-4-083] also found that intravenous self-administration of a relatively low dose of MDMA (0.5--1.0 mg/kg per infusion) by rats eventually led to 30%--35% reductions in forebrain 5-HT, though the cumulative amount of drug taken by the animals over time was 315 mg/kg. Second, there are important species differences in MDMA neurotoxicity. For example, in laboratory mice, MDMA exerts much greater deleterious effects on the dopamine system than on the serotonergic system.[@b87-sar-4-083] Whereas rats do exhibit some dopaminergic effects at high MDMA doses, there is relatively little actual depletion of dopamine compared to that found in mice.[@b87-sar-4-083],[@b88-sar-4-083] The reason for this species difference has not yet been determined. Third, ambient temperature can modulate the extent of MDMA-induced neurotoxicity. As mentioned earlier, at the typical temperatures found in a laboratory animal colony room, a human residence, or a dance club, MDMA elevates core body (and brain) temperature. The significance of this hyperthermic effect can be seen by the fact that, in rats maintained in a slightly cooler environment, MDMA administration led to a hypothermic instead of a hyperthermic response, and the hypothermic animals failed to exhibit reductions in brain 5-HT.[@b89-sar-4-083] Finally, prior exposure to low-to-moderate doses of MDMA can blunt or even prevent the neurotoxic effects of a subsequent high-dose treatment regimen.[@b90-sar-4-083],[@b91-sar-4-083] It is not yet known whether this effect, which has been termed "MDMA preconditioning," applies to human recreational ecstasy users.

Substantial effort has been devoted to elucidating the cellular and molecular mechanisms of MDMA neurotoxicity. One of the important findings to emerge from this work is that MDMA must be administered systemically for neurotoxicity to occur. That is, microinjection of the drug directly into the brain fails to produce 5-HT depletion despite causing acute release of 5-HT.[@b92-sar-4-083] This finding has been interpreted by some researchers to mean that MDMA must be subjected to peripheral metabolism (eg, in the liver) to produce neurotoxicity.[@b93-sar-4-083],[@b94-sar-4-083] Consistent with that view, neurotoxic metabolites of MDMA have been detected in rat brain and in human urine after MDMA ingestion. [@b93-sar-4-083],[@b94-sar-4-083] Other studies, however, do not support the neurotoxic metabolite hypothesis.[@b95-sar-4-083],[@b96-sar-4-083] Regardless of the exact nature of the toxic agent, it is believed that this substance is carried into the serotonergic neurons by way of the 5-HT uptake system, because blockade of SERT with an SSRI attenuates or even blocks MDMA-induced neurotoxicity.[@b97-sar-4-083] Once inside the serotonergic neurons, the toxic agent is thought to exert its effects by increasing the formation of oxygen-containing free radicals (ie, reactive oxygen species \[ROS\]), thereby producing oxidative stress on the cells. The central concept that MDMA-induced neurotoxicity is mediated by ROS is supported by studies demonstrating the formation of such species within the brains of MDMA-treated animals and the ability of antioxidants and free radical scavengers to block the drug's neurotoxic effects.[@b98-sar-4-083],[@b99-sar-4-083] An alternate neurotoxicity model hypothesizes that DA levels are increased within the serotonergic neurons due to a combination of direct DA uptake via SERT and uptake of tyrosine with subsequent conversion to the DA precursor dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) and then to DA.[@b98-sar-4-083],[@b99-sar-4-083] According to this model, metabolism of the abnormally accumulated DA by monoamine oxidase B (MAO-B) within the serotonergic cells generates hydrogen peroxide, which can then undergo further chemical reactions to produce ROS and oxidative stress. On the other hand, studies by Yuan et al[@b100-sar-4-083] have yielded evidence against the DA hypothesis. To summarize, oxidative stress is likely to play a key role in MDMA-induced neurotoxicity; however, the cellular and molecular events that lead to ROS formation are not yet fully understood.

Of critical importance is whether repeated use of ecstasy (or even a single dose) exerts neurotoxic effects in the human brain. Some investigators have questioned the relevance of animal (particularly rat) studies of MDMA neurotoxicity because the doses typically administered to the animals are much higher than those taken by most recreational ecstasy users and because of important differences in MDMA metabolism between rodents and humans.[@b101-sar-4-083]--[@b103-sar-4-083] The latter issue limits the potential accuracy of using interspecies dose scaling to translate rodent MDMA doses to the amounts estimated to be consumed by recreational ecstasy users. On the other hand, a combination of biochemical and neuroimaging findings from the human ecstasy literature support the contention that "heavy" users may suffer from serotonergic deficits as well as other neurobiological abnormalities. Early studies found reduced levels of 5-hydroxy-indoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) in the cerebrospinal fluid of ecstasy users as well as blunted hormonal responses to various serotonergic drugs.[@b33-sar-4-083] More recently, Kish et al[@b104-sar-4-083],[@b105-sar-4-083] reported on a single case study of a 26-year-old man who used extremely large amounts of ecstasy (along with some cocaine and heroin) for several years before dying of an apparent drug overdose. Biochemical analyses of postmortem brain tissues revealed massive reductions in 5-HT and 5-HIAA levels in both the cortex and striatum compared to control tissues. These changes were accompanied by substantial decreases in SERT and tryptophan hydroxylase protein levels, which are further indications of serotonergic neurotoxicity in this subject.

In addition to the important information gleaned from cerebrospinal fluid and postmortem tissue analyses, researchers have made extensive use of modern neuroimaging methods (including positron emission tomography \[PET\], single photon emission computed tomography \[SPECT\], magnetic resonance imaging \[MRI\], diffusion tensor imaging \[DTI\], and magnetic resonance spectroscopy \[MRS\]) to probe markers of the serotonergic system along with other markers of brain structure, function, and chemistry. Such studies have consistently shown that SERT binding in various cortical as well as subcortical areas is significantly reduced in ecstasy/polydrug users compared to matched controls.[@b78-sar-4-083],[@b106-sar-4-083]--[@b111-sar-4-083] This effect could reflect either loss of forebrain serotonergic axons (as proposed by the neurodegeneration hypothesis of MDMA neurotoxicity in experimental animals[@b81-sar-4-083]) or an MDMA-induced downregulation of SERT expression by the serotonergic neurons (as proposed by Biezonski and Meyer[@b82-sar-4-083],[@b83-sar-4-083]). Some (though not all) of these studies found an inverse relationship between SERT binding and amount of ecstasy consumed, and some also found evidence for recovery of binding following abstinence from the drug. A second common finding concerns changes in cortical 5-HT~2~ receptor binding by PET or SPECT imaging. Binding was typically found to be significantly upregulated in ecstasy users,[@b106-sar-4-083],[@b107-sar-4-083],[@b109-sar-4-083],[@b111-sar-4-083],[@b112-sar-4-083] although a few studies found a downregulation instead.[@b106-sar-4-083]--[@b109-sar-4-083] Considering the typical regulation of G protein-coupled receptors (like the 5-HT~2A~ receptor) found in animal studies, it is possible that initial ecstasy use causes a receptor downregulation due to excessive 5-HT release, whereas the 5-HT depletion thought to occur with chronic heavy ecstasy use leads to a compensatory receptor upregulation. Further studies are needed to substantiate this hypothesis. Importantly, there may be a causal relationship between the mood and cognitive changes observed in heavy ecstasy users and the dysregulated serotonergic transmission implied by the above mentioned 5-HT depletion and altered SERT and 5-HT~2A~ receptor expression, as well as potentially other serotonergic effects yet to be identified. Such a relationship has been proposed by Parrott[@b113-sar-4-083] and other investigators[@b106-sar-4-083],[@b107-sar-4-083],[@b109-sar-4-083] and is summarized in [Table 2](#t2-sar-4-083){ref-type="table"}.

The use of structural and functional MRI, DTI, and MRS has revealed additional differences between ecstasy users and control subjects under some conditions. Although the results of this work cannot be detailed here due to space limitations, interested readers are referred to the appropriate references.[@b106-sar-4-083],[@b107-sar-4-083],[@b109-sar-4-083],[@b110-sar-4-083],[@b114-sar-4-083]--[@b117-sar-4-083]

Because animal studies of MDMA neurotoxicity have typically used large and/or repeated drug doses, we may ask whether one or a few modest doses of ecstasy are capable of exerting neurotoxic effects in users. This question has been addressed by several prospective studies of new ecstasy users participating in the Netherlands XTC Toxicity (NeXT) study. The results thus far have failed to show any serotonergic deficits in these low-dose users; however, other abnormalities were found related to brain vasculature and white matter structure. [@b114-sar-4-083],[@b115-sar-4-083] Thus, the jury is still out on whether damaging effects can be produced by consuming even a few ecstasy tablets.

Morbidity and mortality
-----------------------

MDMA toxicity is not limited to the brain. This compound can also produce serious adverse effects on the heart and cardiovascular system, immune system, liver, and kidneys.[@b118-sar-4-083]--[@b122-sar-4-083] Most notably, case reports have identified instances of severe morbidity and even death following a single session of ecstasy use. For example, Kahn et al[@b123-sar-4-083] described three cases of intracranial hemorrhage that were likely related to the consumption of "Molly," a form of ecstasy marketed as highly purified MDMA without common adulterants. Even more striking are recent reports of severe morbidity and several fatalities stemming from ecstasy consumption at raves in San Francisco and Los Angeles, CA, USA.[@b124-sar-4-083],[@b125-sar-4-083] In the San Francisco event, 12 patients were admitted to area hospitals with a variety of symptoms, including hyperthermia (up to 43°C, which is equivalent to 109°F), tachycardia, acute kidney injury, hypotension, acidosis, disseminated intravascular coagulation (formation of blood clots throughout the body), rhabdomyolysis (muscle breakdown), seizures, and altered mental state. Two of the patients died, and four others had persisting neurologic, musculoskeletal, or kidney problems.[@b124-sar-4-083] In the Los Angeles event, 18 individuals with confirmed use of ecstasy at the rave sought help at area hospitals. The presenting symptoms in this case were generally not as severe as those in San Francisco, although three patients were hospitalized (one requiring intensive care) and one patient later died at home after consuming multiple substances both during and after the event.[@b125-sar-4-083] Other studies have documented ecstasy-related fatalities in the US, UK, and elsewhere.[@b126-sar-4-083],[@b127-sar-4-083]

As in the case of animals, high (often multiple) doses of MDMA are almost always responsible for acute toxic reactions in humans. Drug-induced hyperthermia that is exacerbated by vigorous exercise in a hot rave environment plays a central role in these toxic effects. However, an overdose-like reaction can occur following a single ingestion in susceptible individuals who are genetically deficient in their ability to metabolize MDMA.[@b128-sar-4-083] A constellation of symptoms known as the "serotonin syndrome" (which constitutes many of the symptoms observed in the San Francisco rave patients) may also occur when MDMA is consumed along with other drugs (including certain prescription medications) that enhance serotonergic transmission by stimulating 5-HT release, blocking 5-HT reuptake, and/or inhibiting 5-HT metabolism.[@b129-sar-4-083] Finally, polydrug users may suffer severe morbidity or mortality due to toxic combinations of MDMA with other abused substances, particularly stimulants such as cocaine, amphetamine, or methamphetamine. Taken together, these observations highlight the risks of ecstasy consumption, which are greatest in the case of vulnerable individuals and when the substance is taken at high drug doses, in a hot environment, and/or in combination with various other prescription or illicit drugs.

Dependence on MDMA/ecstasy
==========================

Characteristics and prevalence of dependence
--------------------------------------------

Users often consider ecstasy to lack the potential for dependence or addiction, but this is not the case. As reviewed by Degenhardt et al,[@b130-sar-4-083] evidence for dependence in ecstasy users comes from a combination of published case studies and assessments of user symptoms based on the Composite International Diagnostic Interview, the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* (DSM)-IV, and/or the Severity of Dependence Scale. Users frequently endorsed a variety of dependence-related symptoms including the development of tolerance, increasing amounts of ecstasy use, significant time spent using and/or recovering from ecstasy use, difficulty reducing or stopping ecstasy use despite the recognition of drug-related problems, reduced time spent in other activities, higher levels of risky behavior, and withdrawal symptoms accompanied by drug craving. Importantly, DSM-IV criteria for MDMA abuse and dependence showed substantial test/retest reliability in a study of 593 ecstasy users recruited from St Louis, MO, USA; Miami, FL, USA; and Sydney, NSW, Australia.[@b131-sar-4-083] These results strengthen the argument favoring the existence of an MDMA/ecstasy dependence syndrome.

Two structural analyses have proposed that ecstasy dependence is bifactorial, consisting of a compulsive use factor and an escalating use factor.[@b132-sar-4-083],[@b133-sar-4-083] The compulsive use factor pertains to symptoms like continuing ecstasy use despite problems, difficulty stopping use, excessive time associated with use along with declining time spent in other activities, and withdrawal symptoms. The escalating use factor pertains to the development of tolerance and an increase in the amount of ecstasy used. It should be noted that escalation of ecstasy use may include not only the stacking and boosting patterns mentioned earlier, but also progression to a bingeing pattern of consumption. Interestingly, the bifactorial nature of ecstasy dependence is similar to that postulated for hallucinogens, whereas DSM-IV criteria for dependence on alcohol, cocaine, opioids, and cannabis are unifactorial.[@b130-sar-4-083] This difference may be related to the strong serotonergic aspects of both MDMA and hallucinogen action, although such a hypothesis must be qualified in light of animal studies showing that 5-HT release may actually blunt, rather than enhance, the reinforcing effects of MDMA.[@b134-sar-4-083]

Despite having a compulsive use factor, ecstasy dependence is not typically as profound as the dependence that can occur in heavy users of alcohol, cocaine, methamphetamine, opioids, and tobacco. Withdrawal symptoms do not include significant physical symptoms as is the case with some of the abovementioned substances.[@b130-sar-4-083],[@b132-sar-4-083] Moreover, a prospective longitudinal study of 2,446 ecstasy/stimulant/hallucinogen users (participants reporting primarily use of ecstasy but sometimes other stimulants or hallucinogens as well) in Germany found both a low prevalence of initial abuse or dependence as well as a substantial decline in both categories at 12-month follow-up.[@b135-sar-4-083] Although these findings may not apply to all groups of ecstasy users, they suggest that ecstasy abuse and dependence may be transient phenomena in many, if not most, instances. Taken together, the features of dependence in human ecstasy users fit well with the results from animal self-administration studies showing that, although rodents and nonhuman primates will self-administer MDMA intravenously, they do so much less avidly than in the case of cocaine, amphetamine, methamphetamine, or opioids such as heroin or morphine.[@b136-sar-4-083],[@b137-sar-4-083]

Treatment
---------

Based on the available literature, it appears that relatively few ecstasy users seek professional treatment for problems with abuse or dependence.[@b130-sar-4-083] For those that do seek help, typical treatment approaches include individual and group counseling, cognitive behavioral therapy, and relapse prevention techniques.[@b138-sar-4-083] To the author's knowledge, there are no published data at this time regarding treatment outcomes for ecstasy-dependent patients, including rates of relapse after the completion of therapy. There are also no currently approved drugs for the treatment of ecstasy dependence. However, users who present with signs of MDMA overdose must first be treated for the symptoms of acute drug intoxication, which may entail the administration of appropriate medications.[@b139-sar-4-083]

Potential therapeutic applications of MDMA
==========================================

As recounted earlier, the rediscovery of MDMA in the early 1970s led to the use of this substance as an adjunct to therapy by many psychiatrists and psychotherapists. According to Rosenbaum and Doblin,[@b140-sar-4-083] approximately 500,000 doses of MDMA were taken within this context during the 1970s and early 1980s. Once MDMA was given a Schedule I designation, it was no longer legally possible to administer the substance for therapeutic purposes, although Greer and Tolbert[@b141-sar-4-083] later published a description of the methods they developed for using MDMA in a therapeutic setting.

Interestingly, research on the potential therapeutic benefits of MDMA has reemerged, largely due to the efforts of the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS), a non-profit, Boston-based organization whose mission is to help people "benefit from the careful uses of psychedelics and marijuana" (<http://www.maps.org/>). MAPS is financially supporting research on MDMA therapeutics in a number of different countries, and several publications have already appeared reporting the results of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy in patients with treatment-resistant posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The first major study of this kind was conducted on 20 adult patients in South Carolina, USA who met DSM-IV criteria for crime- or war-related PTSD and who had exhibited treatment-resistant symptoms with a minimum score of 50 on the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS).[@b142-sar-4-083] The study consisted of two phases: an initial double-blind, placebo-controlled phase in which all patients received psychotherapy accompanied by either MDMA or placebo, followed by an open-label, cross-over phase in which patients assigned to the placebo arm were given the opportunity to receive additional therapy that included MDMA administration. At 3--5 days following the second of two treatment sessions, the MDMA group showed an average reduction of 49.9 points on their CAPS score compared to baseline, whereas the placebo group showed an average reduction of only 12.8 points on their CAPS score. A similar degree of symptom reduction occurred in the placebo-treated patients who were given MDMA in the crossover phase of the study. Moreover, a prospective follow-up study of the same patients examined from 17--74 months after the final MDMA session found strong evidence for persisting recovery.[@b143-sar-4-083] A recently published Swiss study also showed an improvement in the CAPS scores of treatment-resistant PTSD patients given MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, although the results did not quite reach statistical significance, possibly because the study was severely underpowered.[@b144-sar-4-083]

These initial findings provide hope that the addition of a few low doses of MDMA (ie, around 2 mg/kg or less) to established psychotherapeutic approaches may be beneficial to patients with chronic treatment-resistant PTSD. Indeed, Johansen and Krebs[@b145-sar-4-083] have offered a summary of potential neurobiological mechanisms that could underlie such an effect of MDMA. Other potential applications of MDMA-assisted therapy include depression and substance abuse.[@b146-sar-4-083],[@b147-sar-4-083] Nonetheless, the notion of using MDMA therapeutically must still be approached with caution.[@b148-sar-4-083] Even though no major adverse events have thus far been reported in PTSD patients who received MDMA, we cannot rule out the possibility of subtle long-term neurological consequences that might require extensive neuropsychological testing and/or brain imaging to detect. Virtually all medications involve some degree of risk, as a result of which, standard medical practice requires that the benefit obtained from a drug significantly outweighs the risk to the patient. It seems reasonable that the future of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy be held to the same standard, no more and no less.

Summary and conclusion
======================

Ecstasy (MDMA) is a widely used recreational drug for the positive effects it engenders. Although it is not yet clear whether a few MDMA doses are harmful to the user, heavier use has been associated with significant mood changes and cognitive deficits. Another major concern is possible serotonergic dysfunction produced by repeated and/or high doses of the drug. MDMA overdose can be dangerous, even fatal. Moreover, long-term use, particularly with dose escalation, can lead to dependence on the drug. Yet, recent studies have revealed that MDMA-assisted psychotherapy may be beneficial to patients with chronic, treatment-resistant PTSD. Based on current evidence, therefore, the status of this intriguing compound seems best characterized as somewhere between the extremes put forth by its most vociferous detractors versus its most ardent supporters.
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![Photomicrograph of serotonin transporter-immunoreactive axons in the upper layers of occipital cortex of a control rat (**A**) compared to a 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)-treated rat (**B**).\
**Notes:** The animals received twice-daily injections of either saline or MDMA (10 mg/kg per injection) from the first to the fourth day of life and then were killed at 9 months of age (see Meyer et al[@b80-sar-4-083] for experimental details). These results illustrate the long-lasting nature of MDMA-induced serotonergic deficits when the drug is administered early in development.](sar-4-083Fig1){#f1-sar-4-083}

###### 

Summary of the acute subjective, physiological, and adverse effects of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)/ecstasy use

  ------------------------------------------
  Subjective effects
   Euphoria
   Arousal
   Increased sociability/extroversion
   Enhanced self-awareness
   Sexual effects
   Mental confusion
   Perceptual alterations
  Physiological effects
   Increased heart rate and blood pressure
   Hyperthermia
   Cortisol and prolactin release
  Adverse effects
   Nausea
   Headache
   Agitation
   Dry mouth
   Bruxism
   Trismus
  ------------------------------------------

**Note:** Data from[@b12-sar-4-083],[@b21-sar-4-083],[@b22-sar-4-083],[@b24-sar-4-083],[@b25-sar-4-083].

###### 

Selected cognitive, psychomotor, and psychobiological changes in ecstasy users that may be related to serotonergic dysfunction

  -------------------------------------------------------
  Cognitive deficits
   Retrospective memory impairment
   Prospective memory impairment
   Working memory impairment
   Deficits in complex cognition
  Psychomotor deficits
   Increased occurrence of twitches and tremors
   Reduced motor speed
   Impaired dexterity
  Psychobiological changes
   Sleep disturbances
   Increased pain perception and reduced pain tolerance
   Disturbed appetite and eating behavior
   Depressed mood
   Heightened anxiety
   Increased aggressiveness
  -------------------------------------------------------

**Note:** Adapted from *Neurosci Biobehav Rev*, 37, Parrott AC, MDMA, serotonergic neurotoxicity, and the diverse func tional deficits of recreational 'Ecstasy' users, 1466--1484, copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier.[@b113-sar-4-083]
